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Author's response to reviews:

The BioMed Central Editorial Team

Dear Editor:

We are most delighted to know that our manuscript << KIAA0101 (OEACT-1), an expressionally down-regulated and growth-inhibitory gene in human hepatocellular carcinoma >> (18166322289612970) is accepted in principle for publication in BMC Cancer. We have improved our original version in response to your Central Editorial Team and Reviews' recent comment. The present version has been made in following aspects:

In response to Referee Dr. Yoichi Furukawa's comment:

FACS analysis in triplicate of S phase and other phases were supplemented in Fig7 and the Results, including S, G1/G0 and G2/M phase, were added in Page11 and illustrated as Fig7A, B and C.

In response to Central Editorial Team's advise:

1. We added a paragraph about ethnics issue of human materials in METHODS (page 4). All the human HCC and non-cancerous liver were collected from Hospital as mentioned under consensus agreement and approved by authorized Ethnic Committee according to consent regulation of the Chinese government.

2. Abstracts: prepared according to the Guidelines of BMC Cancer

3. Definitely, we will pay the processing fee by Credit Card as soon as we received your decision notice of acceptance for publication.

Sincerely Yours.

Jianren Gu

2006.3.30